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Abstract. Sleep helps our body recover and wake up full of power. It is also the 

time when we are growing, both physical and mental. Unfortunately, sleep dis-

orders can prevent individuals from getting adequate rest. 27% of the population 

in the world have sleep disorders. This can affect their daytime activities. This 

study aims to predict sleep health using data on daily habits and body conditions 

and evaluate two algorithms' performance. This study uses Logistic Regression 

and Random Forest. These two algorithms both perform quite excellent in pre-

diction, so this study tries to determine which one is better and more precise. The 

results show that Random Forest is more suitable. Not only does Random Forest 

obtain a higher accuracy score, but it also attains a higher precision score. The 

Random Forest algorithm achieved a 93% accuracy score in predicting sleep 

health, with blood pressure being identified as the most important feature in pre-

diction. 
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Sleep health is important for overall health and quality of life. Many people around
the world have sleep disorders. It can lead to poor sleep quality and lack of sleep. The
most commonly known sleep disorder is insomnia. Other than that, sleep apnea is
another harmful sleep disorder. Because sleep helps support basic body functions, and
growth, restore energy levels, and other things, people with sleep disorders often
encounter difficulties while awake. For example, they are more likely to become
angry, have mental illness, and perform tasks poorly.
Furthermore, not getting enough sleep increases the chances of experiencing

cardiovascular issues that are undesired. Therefore, sleep health is a huge problem
that we are now experiencing. It has a significant impact on our lives.
Studying the prediction of sleep health and algorithms holds immense academic

value and should not be underestimated. Some scientists have already started
researching this topic, but due to each person’s differences, there is no definite
conclusion. In this study, machine learning algorithms Logistic Regression and
Random Forest were used to predict sleep health. This is very different from the past.
Not a lot of research chooses to use both Logistic Regression and Random Forest.
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This research requires extensive knowledge of Python and a significant investment of
time and energy. Because each person is a different individual, sleep health prediction
requires personalized data and models. In addition, Random Forest and Logistic
Regression were never used before in research about sleep health prediction. Sleep
disorders are a serious concern as they can lead to loss of productivity and accidents
in daily life.
The aim of the study is to predict sleep health based on individuals' daily habits and

physical conditions and evaluate the performance of the algorithms. Sleep health was
often overlooked in the past and the ways to evaluate it was primate. Each person
reacts and sleeps differently. Some might feel comfortable from a short nap, others
might sleep better from a whole night’s sleep. To improve the accuracy of the results,
this study uses machine learning algorithms for modeling, performance comparison,
and feature analysis. As a result, the data could be classified before prediction, and
thus provide a more accurate and precise result.
This essay is divided into five sections, including “Introduction”. The second

section, titled “Related Work”, focuses on past research related to sleep health. The
third section, “Methodology”, outlines the research method used. The fourth section,
“Experiment and Result”, presents the concept and results of sleep health research.
The “Conclusion” segment serves as a brief recap of the study and provides insights
into prospective applications of the findings.

2 Related Work

There has been extensive research to show the significant meaning of sleep health to
humans. With the data collected from students, research shows in great depth some
relationships related to sleep quality [1]. Predicting sleep quality through the use of
electronic health records and heart rate variability (HRV) techniques is a cost-
effective and user-friendly method [2]. Through the analysis of central sleep apnea
(CSA) patients, healthy people, and obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) patients, scientists
gain more insight into CSA. They can determine the severity and diagnosis of CSA
[3]. People with insomnia symptoms and short sleep duration are more likely to
experience heart health problems, according to research [4]. Much research has
looked into sleep health, both to find out the relation with other factors and to have a
better understanding of a specific sleep disorder.
There has been a lot of research conducted to predict sleep health through the use

of AI-based methods. Scientists have developed a new algorithm that uses ensemble
learning to predict sleeping efficiency on a personalized level. This algorithm can
adapt and improve daily by analyzing individual features, but it requires a significant
amount of data to function accurately due to the unpredictability of sleep health [5].
Using supervised learning algorithms like Logistic Regression, Random Forest, and
Extreme Gradient Boosting, middle-aged and older adults' depressive symptoms can
be predicted based on their sleep data. This prediction method is highly accurate [6].
A research used classification algorithms and data collected about students to predict
their well-being and resulted in an accuracy of 62%, much lower than this research
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[7]. The prediction of sleep apnea can be improved by using both
electroencephalogram (EEG) signals and machine learning algorithms. However, this
method is only accurate with specific conditions, its accuracy is highly unstable [8].
Scientists have come up with various AI-based methods, both new and old, to predict
sleep health. They all have some breakthroughs and shortcomings.

3 Methodology

3.1 Logistic Regression

Logistic regression is a type of supervised machine learning algorithm primarily used
for classification tasks. Its purpose is to predict the probability of an instance
belonging to a given class [9]. It uses the output of the linear regression as input and
uses the function expressed by Equation (1) to estimate the probability of a given
class. In Equation (1), the probability of success is represented by p(X), and the
variables are denoted by x. The set of coefficients for the independent variables is
denoted as β1 [10].

� � = ��0+�1�

1+��0+�1�
(1)

There are three types of Logistic Regression: binomial, multinomial, and ordinal.
Different types of Logistic Regression have different numbers and orders of
dependent variables.
Logistic Regression is a valuable decision-making tool that is frequently employed

to calculate odds ratios in scenarios involving multiple independent variables. This
method determines how each variable impacts the analyzed event's odds ratio [11].
Logistic Regression also has some disadvantages. For example, it can only be used

for discrete numbers. And when the relationship involved is too complicated, the
algorithm cannot easily operate.
In this study, the dependent variable is “Sleep Disorder”. It is the target that is

trying to predict. The rest of the columns on the dataset are the independent variables.
They are the input, used to predict the target.
3.2 Random Forest

Random Forest is an ensemble method, creating multiple models and combining them
to solve the problem, capable of performing both regression and classification tasks
with the use of multiple decision trees and Bootstrap and Aggregation. Bootstrap
Aggregation is more commonly known as bagging. It is similar to Random Forest. It
computes a predictor from each of the bootstrap samples and then aggregates it into a
consensus predictor. The ensemble method and the technique of Bootstrap
Aggregation can both help improve the result of the algorithm. As a result, Random
Forest is usually a better classifier.
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Figure 1: Random Forest Regression Model [12]

As shown in Figure 1 the model for Random Forest. There are multiple decision
trees in the regression. Although every decision tree has high variance, when they are
combined, the resultant variance will become low. Therefore, the output will not
depend on a single decision tree but on multiple decision trees. The first part of the
model is called Bootstrap. It predicts each decision tree. When Random Forest is used
for classification, the result is the majority voting classifier, when used for regression
problems, the final output is the mean of all the output. This is the latter part of the
model, called Aggregation.

This feature of Random Forest gives it more randomness. Everything is possible
with Random Forest. It doesn’t consider the majority, but it is purely random.
Random Forest is also much easier to use and more accurate than the decision tree
algorithm. It can cope with datasets with missing data, outliers, and noisy features. Its
result is often more precise than other algorithms.
It also has some disadvantages, sometimes Random Forest needs a long time to

operate because there are too many branches in the model. It is difficult to interpret.
Moreover, when there is a large dataset, it is computationally expensive.
3.3 Differences Between the Two Algorithms

First of all, Random Forest can be used for both classification and regression
problems, but Logistic Regression is suitable for only binary classification problems.
The way these two make predictions is also different. Random Forest is based on
multiple decision trees, and Logistic Regression uses the logistic function. Logistic
regression is computationally faster than Random Forest. On the matter of money,
Random Forest can handle large amounts of data, even if there are missing values,
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outliers, and non-linear relationships, but Logistic Regression needs more money than
Random Forest when there are a large amount of data.

4 Experiment and Result

4.1 Independent and Dependent Variables

The dataset Sleep Health and Lifestyle Dataset used for this research comes from
Kaggle.com. The dataset is synthetic. Table 1 shows the names of the columns in the
dataset and their explanations [13]. Most columns in the dataset are rated subjectively,
such as quality of sleep and stress level.

Table 1. Dataset Columns

Columns Explanation
Person ID A number for each participant
Gender The gender of the person (Male/Female)
Age The age of the person
Occupation The occupation of the person
Sleep Duration The number of hours the person sleeps per

day
Quality of Sleep A subjective rating of the quality of sleep,

ranging from 1 to 10
Physical Activity Level The number of minutes the person engages

in physical activity daily
Stress Level A subjective rating of the stress level

experienced by the person, ranging from 1
to 10

BMI Category The BMI category of the person (Normal,
Normal Weight, Overweight, Obese)

Blood Pressure The blood pressure measurement of the
person, indicated as systolic pressure over
diastolic pressure

Heart Rate The resting heart rate of the person in beats
per minute

Daily Steps The number of steps the person takes per
day

Sleep Disorder The presence or absence of a sleep disorder
in the person (None, Insomnia, Sleep
Apnea)

The “Sleep Disorder” is the dependent variable, that is the target that is trying to
predict. The other columns are the independent variables. In total, there are 400 rows
and 13 columns in the dataset.
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4.2 Data Preprocessing

In the beginning, a few libraries need to be imported. For example, Pandas, Numpy,
Sklearn, Mataplotlib, and Seaborn. Before processing the data, we checked for null or
missing values in the dataset. Fortunately, no missing values were found in this
dataset.

After the preparation, the dataset needs to be preprocessed. First, columns that are
not consistent need to be changed. For instance, the “Blood Pressure” column. The
highest blood pressure and lowest were together. In this way, it is difficult to see and
classify it. The first step was to split the "Blood Pressure" column into separate ones.
The “Blood Pressure” column was dropped, and in its place were “bp_lower” and
“bp_upper” for each person. Other than the “Blood Pressure” column, the “Person
ID” column was also dropped because it is useless in prediction.

Then, a special function was used for creating dummy variables. A binary variable
that indicates if a categorical variable takes on a specific value is called a dummy
variable [14]. Dummy variables were created for the categorical columns “Gender”,
“Occupation”, and “BMI Category” and they were assigned to the DataFrame
“dummies”. Now, before scaling and transforming the input, they were copied.

A class called “CustomScaler” was defined. The columns selected in the class were
then scaled and fitted. After that, the mean and variance of the columns were
calculated, and they were returned. They were concatenated with the remaining
columns of the input data. Using another code, the columns were reordered so that
they could later be used for prediction. The order for them is “Age”, “Sleep
Duration”, “Quality of Sleep”, “Physical Activity Level”, “Stress Level”, “Heart
Rate”, “Daily Steps”, “bp_upper”, “bp_lower”, “Gender_Female”, “Gender_Male”,
“Occupation_Accountant”, “Occupation_Doctor”, “Occupation_Engineer”,
“Occupation_Lawyer”, “Occupation_Nurse”, “Occupation_Other”,
“Occupation_Salesperson”, “Occupation_Teacher”, “BMI Category_Normal”, “BMI
Category_Obese”, “BMI Category_Overweight”, “Sleep Disorder”. The next step
after reordering is to name them “unscaled”. All rows and columns in the “unscaled”
except the last column were selected and assigned as “unscaled_input”. Gender,
occupation, and BMI categories were omitted and the rest of the columns in
“unscaled_input” were put in the class “CustomScaler” for scaling and transforming.

The column "Sleep Disorder" was designated as the "target". The "scaled_input"
and "target" were then inputted into the "train_test_split" function to create training
and testing sets. The data was split with 80% used for training and 20% used for
testing.

After all this, LogisticRegression and RandomForestClassifier were imported. The
training data was fitted into the models. Then, the accuracy of the models was
calculated. Using the “predict” method, and putting the test data as input, the target
variable, “Sleep Disorder” was predicted.
4.3 Analysis

Before predicting, a series of analyses were done on the data to gain more insight.
This helps have a better understanding of the dataset.
Sleep Disorder
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For the column “Sleep Disorder”, there are three conditions: None, Sleep Apnea, or
Insomnia. Sleep Apnea is a kind of sleep disorder in which an individual suffers from
breathing problems during sleep. Insomnia is difficulty falling asleep or staying
asleep. As shown in Figure 2 is the distribution of sleep disorder. These three types of
conditions are displayed on the x-axis, and the y-axis shows the number. The color
blue is for people with no sleep disorder, orange is for people with sleep apnea, and
green is for people with insomnia. Figure 2 shows that more than 200 participants are
in the “none” category. As for the people with sleep disorders, there is an almost
equal number of people with sleep apnea and insomnia. The number is about 70.

Figure 2: the distribution of sleep disorders (Photo/Picture credit: Original)

Sleep Disorder and Gender
There is a big difference in gender. It is shown that women are 40% more likely to
have insomnia than men. As shown in Figure 3, male and female each has three bars,
which indicates their own distribution of sleep disorder. Like Figure 1, blue is for no
sleep disorder, orange is for sleep apnea, and green is for insomnia. On the left is the
distribution for males and the right is for females. The number of males that have no
sleep disorder is between 130 and 140, which is almost twice as much as females. In
addition, less than 20 males have sleep apnea and around 40 males have insomnia,
which is almost the same as females. However, there are more females with sleep
apnea, between 60 to 80 people.
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Figure 3: the distribution of sleep disorders by gender (Photo/Picture credit: Original)

Sleep Disorder and BMI Category
Sleep disorders not only can be affected by gender but also by BMI (body mass
index) category. There are four parts in the “BMI category” column: overweight,
normal, obese, and normal weight. These four categories are written on the x-axis.
Again, blue is for people with no sleep disorder, orange is for sleep apnea, and green
is for insomnia. Only about 10 people among those with normal body mass have sleep
disorders, while over 175 people in this category do not have sleep disorders, as
shown in Figure 4. In the overweight category, there is the highest number of people
with sleep disorders. Both sleep apnea and insomnia have a number between 50 and
75. But, there are also about 25 people who have no sleep disorders. Obese people
have the highest possibility of having sleep disorders because although there is only a
small number of people in this category, they all have sleep disorders, half with sleep
apnea and half with insomnia. For normal weight, it has the same condition as
normal: most people have no sleep disorder and only a few people have sleep
disorders.
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Figure 4: the distribution of sleep disorders by BMI category (Photo/Picture credit: Original)

4.4 Result

The Performance Comparison
Table 3 displays the Logistic Regression classification report, while Table 4 displays
the Random Forest classification report. The two tables contain the results obtained
by the two models. As shown in Table 3 and Table 4, The accuracy score and f1-score
of Logistic Regression are both 92%. and the accuracy score and f-1 score obtained
by Random Forest is 93%, 1% higher than Logistic Regression. The scores achieved
by the two models are both very good, with Random Forest slightly higher. The
precision for Logistic Regression is 92%, and for Random Forest is 94%.

Table 3. Classification Report of Logistic Regression

precision recall f1-score support
Insomnia 0.93 0.88 0.90 16
None 0.92 0.96 0.94 48
Sleep Apnea 0.90 0.82 0.86 11
accuracy 0.92 75
macro avg 0.92 0.88 0.90 75
weighted avg 0.92 0.92 0.92 75

Table 4. Classification Report of Random Forest

precision recall f1-score support
Insomnia 1.00 0.88 0.93 16
None 0.92 0.98 0.95 48
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Sleep Apnea 0.90 0.82 0.86 11
accuracy 0.93 75
macro avg 0.94 0.89 0.91 75
weighted avg 0.94 0.93 0.93 75

Feature Importance
The feature importance of sleep health is shown in Figure 4. Based on the numbers
shown on the x-axis, the importance of a specific feature is shown. The longer the bar,
the more important the feature. The y-axis displays the name of the input. Every bar
has a different color and length. Blood pressure is the most important. This feature
has an importance level greater than 0.175. After blood pressure, the next most
important factor is the BMI category, with a feature importance of almost 0.175. In
third place is occupation, with a feature importance of around 0.15. Age and sleep
duration have similar feature importance, with age having a slightly higher
importance. All the others’ feature importance is less than 0.1. The last on the list is
gender, its feature importance is less than 0.025.

Figure 5: the feature importance of sleep health [15]

5 Conclusion

Currently, sleep health has caught the eyes of people from various fields. Sleep health
is related to both our physical health and mental health. People with sleep disorders
often have low quality or difficulty falling asleep. This results in poor behavior during
the daytime. Lots of research has been trying to discover the specific relationship
between sleep health and other aspects of human health. Much has been done to have
a deeper understanding of sleep health.
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However, sleep health is not that easy to predict. Everyone has a different body
condition. Some rules can apply to one group of people but not another. Therefore,
there is a great need for an accurate and precise way of prediction.
This research utilized two machine learning algorithms for predicting sleep health

with greater accuracy and precision. The Logistic Regression and Random Forest
algorithms are commonly used for classification. Multiple variables were used for the
prediction, with the target variable being "sleep disorder", which includes three
conditions: individuals without sleep disorders, those with sleep apnea, and those with
insomnia. The study shows that Random Forest is more suitable for sleep health
prediction. It has an accuracy score of 93% and a precision score of 94%. Logistic
Regression achieved a 92% accuracy score and precision in predicting sleep health.
For both models, the accuracy score and f-1 score are the same, that is because the
data was fitted during preprocessing.

Other than the performance of the two models, the most important feature in
prediction has been shown to be blood pressure. For future research and prediction,
blood pressure is a data that is crucial. Body mass is another important feature. To
prevent sleep disorders, the best way is to exercise regularly, have a healthy diet, and
regulate your sleeping routine.

This study has significant meaning. Using machine learning algorithms to predict
sleep health is a big breakthrough. Finding out that Random Forest is the more
suitable model for this prediction is another. The Random Forest method provides
unmatched precision and is frequently employed for identifying feature importance.
Nevertheless, this study has some limitations. For example, this study only uses the
data collected from 374 participants.

The methods and models used in this research can be applied by others to gain
more insight into predicting sleep health and sleep health itself. Based on this
research, future research could try to find ways to solve or reduce sleep disorders.
Hopefully, there will be more knowledge about sleep health, and people can have
better bodies.
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source, provide a link to the Creative Commons license and indicate if changes were made.
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Creative Commons license, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line to the material. If material
is not included in the chapter's Creative Commons license and your intended use is not
permitted by statutory regulation or exceeds the permitted use, you will need to obtain
permission directly from the copyright holder.
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